BALI

S U S TA I N A B LY H A N D C R A F T E D I N C A L I F O R N I A
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BA107BR
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BALI BRONZE

The sarong-makers of Bali have
intrigued Annie since her first visit
in 1982. Bali Bronze is Annie’s
interpretation of the first sarong
she collected, with an enlarged
satin gold and copper Ikat design.
The woven pattern is textured
onto the glass to imitate the warp
and weft of the sarong’s weaving.
Available in 5 sizes for entertaining
or home accents.
11" Square plate BA107BR $92 MSRP
12" Round plate BA109BR $101 MSRP
15" Round platter BA113BR $109 MSRP
20 x 9" XL Plank BA199BR $134 MSRP
16" Serving bowl BA111BR $118 MSRP

BA113BR

BA199BR

FALL2018

POPPY GIANT SCULPTURE

To commemorate her 35th year in business, Annie set to work sculpting her largest piece
ever. The rippling edges of the poppy show the intermittent 24k gold at its best. The bowl,
like a flower, combines the delicacy of a petal’s edge with undulating lines of opaque carved
glass. Limited to a run of 500 pieces, all will be signed by the artist to honor the craft that is
Annieglass. Each piece is accompanied by a special gift card.
22 x 24 x 8" F525G $525 MSRP

Celebrating
35 years of
glassmaking in
California
with technical
innovation and
sustainability.
F510G

F525G

HV200G

HV200P

VOTIVES
LARGE HANDKERCHIEF

CLAMSHELL
GIANT SCULPTURE

A larger version of their best-selling
handkerchief votives, these will light your
way to holiday gift giving. Try them as small
vases, compotes, or pillar candle holders.
Trimmed in your choice of 24k gold or platinum, these votives reflect warm, romantic
candlelight and look perfect paired with
the original handkerchief votives.
Available in gold or platinum. 7 x 7 x 5"
HV200G or HV200P $95 MSRP

A new version of Annie’s giant clam shell
has been redesigned in frosted opaque
glass with a 24k gold edge in a limited
edition of 500 pieces.
Annieglass is happy to announce the
completion of the original limited edition
of 500 in Ultramarine blue.
16 x 21 x 15" F510G $420 MSRP
Due to our handcrafted process all pieces may vary
ever so slightly from stated size.

MOD LARGE ROUND SERVERS

Modern American craft has never looked so good. A shape that was
difficult to achieve by handcrafted glass slumping, these 16" round
serving trays define the new contemporary design that Annie loves.
The Mod Round Servers represent Annieglass’s American ingenuity
at its finest.
Available in Mist opaque glass MD113M $101 MSRP
24k gold or genuine platinum MD113G or MD113P $130 MSRP

MD113P

MD113G

MOD HEARTS

MD113M

A modern take on love, twothirds of each Mod Heart has
been dipped in 24k gold or
genuine platinum. The precious
metal is offset by one-third of
clear, lightly textured glass to
form a bold graphic design. You
can also order it with a custom
message engraved on the back.
Engraving separate purchase.
7" MD200G $92 MSRP
7" MD200P $92 MSRP

MD200G

MD200G

MD200P

RUFFLE

GIANT ROUND PLATTER
The undulating band of 24k gold or
platinum encircling the edge of these large
20" platters make them perfect for holiday
parties and gift giving. Generous enough to
hold a 16" wide cake, this piece makes for
the ultimate show-stopping wedding cake
platter. A must-have for the Annieglass
collector or entertainer.
G237 or P237 $347 MSRP

EL104

G237

EL103

ELEMENTS
HOLIDAY

P 237

Made from reused glass scrap utilizing their patentpending process, Annieglass continues to practice
company-wide efforts of sustainability.
Made with 24k gold brush strokes, these three
charming styles are the perfect holiday gifts. Choose
from a whimsical tree, Christmas stocking, or an
asymmetrical star. Elements make wonderful holders
for candles and small plants, as appetizer trays, or trivets.
Tree 16 x 8" EL103 $97 MSRP
Star 11 x 9" EL104 $71 MSRP
Stocking 12 x 8" EL105 $97 MSRP

EL105

Made from
100% recycled
Annieglass.

